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Fenatics and Editrolls
    In the time when there were bookstores, I was upset by the categorization which 
would lump books of fantasy together with those of science fiction. My selection 
would permit a scant few fantasy works to meld with the range of SF. I balked at 
any trilogy and series books with strange soft names attached to them. In time, 
my mind adjusted, just like the GPS when you inevitably take a wrong turn, blinks 
and thinks, seeks a new direction. (It is my custom to frequently turn at a minor 
street on the road to my destination just to see the map churning for a way back 
to the proper path. It makes for a longer trip, but few things show that much joy 
for so little effort.) Upon reflection, if the law of shelving demanded the two be 
together, I favored a spectrum that was categorized from loose fantasy to hard SF. 

    As soon as both genres faded into one, another began to appear between the 
novels of Linda Nagata /Vernor Vinge and  N.K. Jemisen /Guy Gavriel Kay. Works 
of loathing and fright, monstrosity and disgust, repugnance and abomination 
(Okay maybe there is something as much fun as screwing with the GPS). In one 
encompassing word: Horror. I fought like Tarzan on the jungle floor. Then. I devised 
an evil way to include works in a gamut from weird tales to eldritch spacecraft to 
my growing imaginative bookstore racks.     
    Then creeped in a genre so unexpected as to fill my wide eyes with a fluid 
of consternation. Up popped the Paranormal. A genre designated not as fiction, 
but a melange of truth, deduction, and wishful thinking. Ideas of large hairy big 
footed beings ranging from the Pacific Northwest to the Himalayas, poltergeists 
bumping, extraterrestrials with surgical instruments, rains of blood oranges or 
orange frogs on the plains of Spain, beings that could walk through otherwise 
substantial walls and read my thoughts when even I have trouble with them, a 
host of heavenly and satanic hosts, time travelers gracing our malls and arcades, 
this list rambles on in dubious distinction. A genre came to sit with the rest of the 
volumes on my shimmering evanescent bookshelf. 

    This last truly flimsy genre nearly did me in. My mind rushed in where my 
emotions feared to tread until I circled a reckoning. Wasn’t it true a number of 
golden age science fiction writers were enamored of things that were deemed to 
extend human potential? Didn’t an influential science fiction editor go gaga over 
e-meters and other equally inane devices? Dig a little deeper, and you will find, 
within the pages of an important science fiction magazine, tales of a subterranean 
world fashioned out of the scattered rambles of a disorienting writer. And fans 
emulating creatures of every vintage and sorts. 

The Story of Claude Degler
    A full accounting of this troubled fan who led a movement of little influence 

can be had here: http://fancyclopedia.org/claude-degler and here: http://
fancyclopedia.org/cosmic-circle. Degler started a camp in the Ozarks for “cosmen” 
where “star-begotten fans” could vacation and breed a race that would rule the 
“sevagram.” ??? Gobbledy Gook for sure but pure SF Gobbeldy Gook! Cosmen, a 
fan club with a sole member, Russell Wiley, created and promulgated by Degler. 
Star Begotten - 1937 HG Wells story about advanced humans who were the result 
of Martians creating mutations in the human race via cosmic radiation. Sevagram, 
a super-race described in A.E. Vogt’s “The Weapon Makers.” Although Degler and 
his supposed organization are on the farthest ricketiest end of the fan spectrum 
(recall, please, the fate of the Heaven’s Gate crew that followed Hale-Bopp), there 
is something uncomfortably close about many fan discussions, digressions and 
desires that I see and hear.

The Strange Vision of John W. Campbell
    There are a lot of true things about JWC. Under his leadership, he cultivated a 
number of authors who dragged SF out of a simpler and some would say more 
puerile era to a genre that would lead to a burgeoning maturity rounding up 
toward respectability. For all that Campbell leaned toward achievements awfully 
like the miracle cure patents. A few of the writers in his stable were a part of the 
medicine show. According to L Sprague DeCamp in his autobiography “Time 
and Change,” “Campbell’s behavior during his last two decades, before his death 
in 1971, furnished a lively topic for speculation. Some writers made a living by 
pushing John’s buttons. They sold him stories in which his craze of the moment 
formed a plot element. 

διάνοια
Foremost and most famous was L. Ron Hubbard, a  
decent science fiction writer. On May 9, 1950, he 
published “Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental 
Health,”complete with Greek bonfides, διά, dia - 
through, νους, nous - mind, reasoning faculty. Erase the 
“reactive mind” with a measuring device called an 
E-meter and a process called “auditing” and become 
“clear.” John W. Campbell was and remained all into this 
“applied religious philosophy.”  Clearwater, Florida, 
today, is a testimony to the strength and growth of 
Scientology, which has its roots in “Dianetics.” Hubbard 
claimed Dianetics was the “bridge between” cybernetics 
and “General Semantics.”
     

Ā    
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In 1933, Alfred Korzybski published a book  
called “Science and Sanity: An Introduction to 
Non-Aristotelian Systems and General 
Semantics. Author A.E.Van Vogt  introduced 
Campbell to “General Semantics.” In the 
August-October issues of Astounding Science 
Fiction Campbell published the three-part 
serial by Van Vogt entitled “The World of Ā (Null-A.)”  “Null-A” is general semantics 
Non-Aristotelian designation. The main character’s name is Gilbert Goseyn, 
pronounced “Go Sane” just to give you an idea of the subtlety contained within 
the story.
    “Gulf” by Robert A Heinlein’s is almost a training symposium on Heinlein’s take 
on Korzybski’s ideas. General Semantics is not considered to be the cult that 
Scientology has become. The main criticism is that the ideas are often a rehash 
of standard semantic notions that sometimes move a little further out in the 
field of human potential than is comfortable. Throw H. Beam Piper’s “Murder in 
the Gunroom, ” and you can triple down on Campbell’s support of outré theories 
developed by Astounding offers.

 The Topic is ESP
But, as the late-night TV flogs say, that is not all. At 
Duke University the Rhines, J.B, and Louise, conducted 
lab experiments on Extra Sensory Perception. The 
results they obtained have never been duplicated by 
the scientific community but because, as a student, 
JWC participated in these studies of the “sixth sense” 
he started a lifelong fascination with the extended 

potential of mind. As a result of his editorial choice ESPers are underpinning for 
many a science fiction tale. 

There was the Hieronymus machine
In the June 1956 issue of Astounding Science Fiction  
John W Campbell wrote an article “Psionic Machine - 
Type One” in which he asks others to investigate and 
verify an Invention with a patent. The Hieronymus 
machine invented by T. Galen Hieronymus which 
detects “eloptic energy” which is akin to Wilhelm 
Reich’s “orgone energy.” Through the use of human 
powers, the schematic of an eloptic receiver drawn in 
ink on cardboard could function as well as its real 
counterpart. Campbell describes his own experiences with the “real” machine. “I 

was checking to see if the machine itself did anything out of the ordinary. It does.” 
He goes on to say, “And I know there’s no jiggery-poker because I did the whole 
construction job myself. Hieronymus has something—but I don’t know what, and 
I doubt very strongly that he knows, either.” In the August 1956 issue of Astounding 
Stories in an article titled “Correct and Further Date on the Hieronymus Machine 
Campbell states, “The device works well, repeatably, and predictably for many 
individuals—but it works just as well when it is not plugged into the power supply 
as when it is.” Other than the fact that folks who have made a Hieronymus Machine 
state that the operator must have a special rapport with the machine, it has not be 
made clear to me what it does when the rapport is achieved.

And The Dean Drive

The Dean drive created by Norman Lormer Dean was a reaction-less drive supposed 
to have worked on a newly discovered fourth law of motion. Campbell claimed 
he witnessed the device lost weight when set on a scale and was activated. In 
the August 1976 issue of Analog Science Fiction, G. Harry Stein, who I will point 
out is that hard to find practitioner of science a “Rocket Scientist,” quotes from a 
lab notebook kept by William O.Davis during a September 28, 1960, visit to the 
laboratory of Norman Dean, “It was the conclusion of both Harry Stine and myself 
that we had witnessed a real anomaly and that the possibility of fraud in the 
demonstration was slim.”  Jerry Pournelle, and a team from 3M, who were asked 
to look at the Dean drive for possible purchase, recounts, “Dean may or may not 
have been sincere, but he was certainly hard to deal with. He was so afraid -- or 
purported to be afraid -- that his gadget would be stolen that he wanted lots of 
money up front before he’d show it to us.” Pournelle concludes, “Anyway, nothing 
came of it all. If it worked I never saw it work, and neither did the 3M team. The 
original device as described by Campbell and Stine was never found after Dean 



died, and the thing described in the patent doesn’t work and isn’t, according to 
Stine, what Dean showed as a working device.” Sic transit gloria mundi.

To be fair to John W. Campbell, who apparently had a personality described by 
many writers as hard to endure, carried on all of his “experiments”  to discover 
what it means to further human potential. He may have traveled too far down the 
path, but there are less noble ideas we can chart.

The “Amazing” Ray Palmer
Before I start on this section of our twisted paranormal 
journey, I want to state, I consider Raymond A Palmer one of 
the best and most influential of the science fiction fans and 
editors of the twentieth century. Nothing gives me greater 
pleasure than to sit down to read an edition of Amazing or 
Fantastic Science Fiction compiled when Ray was the editor. 
His magazines were full of innovations and excitements. 
He was the editor that first published Isaac Asimov. He was 
involved with creating many of the first fanzines. However, 
some of his ideas intervene to cause me to deviate in an 

almost friendly way from my opinion. Palmer’s life and work have been described 
in two recent publications which I recommend, “The Man from Mars” by Fred Nadis 
and “War over Lemuria” by Richard Toronto

Lemuria
There is a story told by Howard Brown  
who was assistant editor under Ray 
Palmer at Amazing Science Fiction. 
One day in 1945 Howard Brown was 
making fun out loud of a letter 
Amazing Stories had received. After 
his ridicule, he crumpled up the letter 
and tossed it in the garbage can. Ray 
Palmer, who was present at the 
skewering, snatched it back out of 
the trash, re-read the letter, then told 
Browne to run the entire text in the 
next Amazing letter column. The letter was the first of many from Richard Shaver. 
The letter contained the Mantong Alphabet which was said to be the protocol 
language spoken in Atlantis and Lemuria. “This language,” Shaver wrote, “seems to 
me to be definite proof of the Atlantean legend. … It is too deep for ordinary 
man—who thinks it is a mistake. A little study reveals ancient words in English 

occurring many times. It should be saved and placed in wise hands. I can’t, will 
you?” From 1945 to 1948 Palmer did. Tales of Lemuria ran in the magazine. Shaver, 
a Pennsylvania metal welder and ex-mental patient, spun stories of the sinister 
nature of “Deros,” subterranean creatures who caused much of the evil in our 
world. Circulation of Amazing rose from 135,000 copies sold per month to 185,000. 
Many fans were not amused.

Fate and Kenneth Arnold
In 1948 Palmer and Curtis Fuller co-founded Fate 
Magazine, while he still edited both Amazing Science 
Fiction and Fantastic Stories. The inaugural issue of 
Fate in Spring of 1948 contained a story by an amateur 
pilot named Kenneth Arnold. in 1947, He was flying in 
the regions near Mt. Ranier Washington when he 
spotted nine unusual objects shaped “flat like a pie 
pan” flying in long chain like a flock of geese.A series 
of bright flashes that were traveling at remarkable 
speeds. The press picked up the story. The term flying 

saucers was coined. Arnold’s sighting is considered to be the beginning of the 
appearance of modern Unidentified Flying Objects. Fate’s magazine was sealed.

Since the time I responded to an advertisement for the Rosicrucian Society 
that I found on many a page of the late fifties early sixties magazine rack pulp 
SF magazine I was able to wrangle at allowance time, I admit I have a fondness 
for the idea that I am more than I can be. The Rosicrucian Order promised me 
spiritual wisdom, expanded awareness and mastery of life. Most of which I still 
pursue. I have dreamed and wished for an alien saucer to visit me on a star-filled 
night in the cold of the winter. Cranked and burned my brain endeavoring to read 
your thoughts. Wished I could have adventured with Professor Lidenbrock to the 
splendid underground world at the Center of the Earth of Arne Saknussemm. 
Desired the mechanical wonders of impossible machines. The deal is I can. In the 
pages of all those books on my imagined shelves which shimmer to reality in my 
basement library. Except, of course, for Pickman’s Models, I’d rather they stay deep 
in my unconscious. 



Frances Yerxa (Hamling), (? -?)
Wife of SF author Leroy Yerxa (1915-46), who was 
prolific and popular in the late Thirties and early 
Forties.  After his death she began writing stories 
herself to support her two sons, with her debut being 
“Negative Problem” in Ray Palmer’s Amazing Stories, 
August, 1947.  She also continued her late husband’s 
humorous Freddie Funk series with “Freddie Funk’s 
Flippant Fairies,” Fantastic Adventures, September, 
1948.  She later married magazine editor and publisher 
William L. Hamling.  He had been a best friend with 
Leroy Yerxa and after the marriage Hamling raised 
the two Yerxa boys as his own.  He and Frances lived 
in the Chicago suburb of Evanston and had two more 
children, a daughter and a son.  

Hamling had been an editor at Amazing Stories and Fantastic Adventures, 1947-51.  
From 1950-58 he was the editor-publisher (and Frances was the assistant editor) of 
Imagination, which featured Mari Wolf’s popular “Fandora’s Box” column.  Hamling 
had been early friends with a co-worker and Weird Tales Club member named 
Hugh M. Hefner.  When Hefner later launched Playboy, Hamling was inspired to 
produce Rogue, a men’s magazine which rivaled Playboy for a short time from its 
founding in 1955 to the early 1960s.

******************

NOTE: With this final entry I complete my run of Brief Bios of early women science 
fiction writers. I have published 134 of them in Sigma since I began over seven years 
ago in the June, 2010 issue. All of the women SF writers I have profiled published 
in the science fiction magazines before 1960. My purpose has been to familiarize 
readers with the many early women science fiction writers, most of whom have 
been forgotten. There were more early women SF writers than I have profiled, but 
they have been so forgotten that I was unable to discover any information on 
them. I hope you have enjoyed reading these Brief Bios over the years, and I hope 
that you will remember at least some of these pioneering women science fiction 
writers. 

We are sad to see this excellent effort by Eric has come to an end. It has enhanced 
Sigma immeasurably. Thanks, Eric for all the information and insights! 

We are happy to announce we are going to start all over again in January. Right from 
A, the first. Here’s to the 134 redux!
-Eds

Brief Bios
Eric Leif Davin
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Saturday, December 9, 2017
Parsec Meeting Schedule

Holiday Celebration
BYOT

Bring Your Own Topic

After meeting Over The River and THorgh the Woods
to the Parsec House WE GO!

for the annual

PARSEC HOLIDAY PARTY

It’s that time again. The Parsec Christmas Party will be from 5 pm to 10 PM (or 
later), Saturday, December 9th, 2017, finally back at 2966 Voelkel Avenue, 15216. 
Food will be pot-luck, as usual, so feel free to show off your cooking prowess. We 
will have gaming in the guest room on the 2nd floor. And perhaps more on the 
first floor if folks are so inclined. I hope to see you all there! --Greg

Squirrel Hill Branch of the Carnegie Library
Room B - Next to the Rear Entrance

1:30 - 4:30 PM
Come in and introduce yourself

The room is open at noon.

SF/F Climate Change Anthology

Parsec member John Frochio is part of a group of authors from around the world 
participating in an anthology called “2047: Short Stories from Our Common 
Future,” stories written to create awareness about pollution, excessive resource 
use, and climate change. It’s due for publication in December. Read all about it: 
http://2047ourcommonfuture.com/  John’s story is called “Driftplastic” and it’s 
about the state of pollution in the future.

http://2047ourcommonfuture.com/


Fantastic Artist of the Month

Peter Andrew Jones

Peter Andrew Jones is a British artist/illustrator who produced cover art for science 
fiction and fantasy publications for several decades. During his long career, he 
has provided book covers for science fiction and fantasy authors including Isaac 
Asimov, Ray Bradbury, Arthur C. Clarke, Greg Bear, Larry Niven, Philip K. Dick, 
Marion Zimmer Bradley, and Harry Harrison.
He also provided illustrations for a number of gaming role-playing books, including 
Fighting Fantasy and Game Workshops. 



Stan Against Evil

Review by Larry Ivkovich
Stan Against Evil, a horror comedy on the IFC Network, is like an extremely goofy 
takeoff on Buffy the Vampire Slayer and/or The X-Files.
Starring John C. McGinley (Scrubs) as former Sheriff Stan Miller, Janet Varney 
(Entourage) as the new Sheriff Evie Barret, Deborah Baker Jr. (The Great Indoors) 
as Stan’s daughter Denise, and Nate Rooney (It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia) as 
Deputy Leon Drinkwater, the eight half-hour episodes making up each of Season 
1 (2016) and the just-ended Season 2 (2017) are silly, preposterous, illogical, and 
great fun.
Stan’s wife, Clair, has died and, in the series opener, he discovers she had a secret 
life. Clair protected the small town of Willard’s Run from a slew of invading demons, 
monsters, and witches, a la Buffy. The site of a massive witch-burning in the 17th 
Century by the town constable, every succeeding sheriff through the centuries 
has been cursed to die by these creatures.
Except for Stan. 
The reason being his wife had been protecting him. He’s forced to resign after 
a violent incident during Clair’s funeral. He retreats to his home to drink beer, 
watch TV, and sort of take care of his hilariously crazy daughter, Denise, a real 
scene stealer. Teaming up, albeit reluctantly, with the new sheriff Evie and her 
clueless deputy Leon, they battle the various monsters the writers dream up for 
each episode. 
Refreshingly low-tech (there’s not a single CGI effect in sight), the show’s creatures 
are pretty cheesy-looking, which reminds me of old Dr. Who episodes. The high 
cheese factor just adds to the fun. Some of the beasties include the Baphomet, a 
pig-Succubus, a Werepony, a time-traveling witch, a killer infant, and more.
Like in Scrubs, McGinley is a riot, wisecracking, insulting, judgmental, but, of 
course, that’s all an act for the grief he feels for the death of his wife. Varney 
possesses a great rubber-face and performs the best double-takes and incredulous 
expressions. Baker Jr. is a hoot, and Rooney plays the dumb act to perfection. 
Created by comedian/actor Dana Gould, he also plays recurring character Kevin, 

the gravedigger, who has a crush on Denise. Denise feels the same toward him 
but neither knows how to act upon their feelings, instead trading lines like this – 
Kevin - “Denise, I still have that squirrel skeleton in my shed. Do you want to see it?”
Denise – “Oh, you know I do.”
Here’s a link to the first season trailer - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=f5JNGVVLheA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5JNGVVLheA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5JNGVVLheA


Silkpunk
Many “punk” sub-genres have cropped in science fiction and fantasy in recent 
years. Cyberpunk was the first I remember being coined, back in the Eighties, and 
one in whose stories I “immersed” myself, pardon the pun. Since then, we’ve seen 
Splatterpunk, Biopunk, Cowpunk, Dieselpunk, Nanopunk, etc.

Chinese American Ken Liu is the author of several award-winning short stories, 
including “The Paper Menagerie,” and “Mono no aware.” In 2015, Liu published his 
first novel, The Grace of Kings. In that book, he dubs his milieu “Silkpunk.” 

Like steampunk, silkpunk combines science fiction, fantasy, and technology. 
But rather than steampunk’s Victorian influence, silkpunk takes its que from the 
classical East Asia era. Technologies like man-lifting battle kites, airships made of 
bamboo and silk and propelled by giant feathered oars, machines enhanced with 
herbal lore (not sure how that works!), populate the novel.

Liu references two other works he feels fit into the silkpunk genre - author Zhang 
Ran’s 2016 short story “Three Feet of Snow in Jinyang,” an alternate history where 
medieval China invents an Internet analog, and Richard Garfinkle’s  1996 novel 
Celestial Matter, where physics are based on Aristotelian principles and ancient 
Chinese Taoist alchemy known as the  qi  theory. One definition of qi theory is 
somewhat Star Wars-ish -  the “life energy” or “life force,” which flows within us; the 

“vital energy” of the body.

Basically, though, Liu seems to have invented this interesting-sounding offshoot 
of steampunk. He cites economist W. Brian Arthur’s theories about technology as 
influences in his writing. Particularly the idea of using engineering as a creative 
art that combines existing machines into a new machine to achieve a different 
purpose. Liu also mentions being influenced by parts of the great Chinese epic, 
The Romance of the Three Kingdoms, which is part historical, part legend, and 
part mythical. Specifically, by certain inventions described in that book.

I’ve not yet read The Grace of Kings but it’s on my list. As an aside, Ken Liu also 
translated the award-winning Chinese SF novel, The Three Body Problem, into 
English. Got that one on my list too! Who knows, I may try the Romance of the 
Three Kingdoms, which runs 800,000 words! Talk about a doorstop book! The 
author, Luo Guanzhong, must have taken advantage of a gazillion Nanowrimos. 

At the very least, silkpunk expands the idea of writers imagining worlds other than 
the usual suspects. That’s the whole point of writing, to create something with a 
different twist, an unusual aspect, to expand a reader’s horizons.
Wouldn’t you like to take a ride on a battle kite?
Larry


